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And one day 
I thought of time...

...so much time comes and goes, 
and sometimes 

Is forgotten...
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The Ruler
of  Li fe



And one day 
I thought of time

It came to my mind

that time consumes itself
without being noticed

It passes and passes

so much time comes and goes, and 
sometimes

Is forgotten



what is time?

does it have a face
what does it smell like

can you see it
why does it exist

what is it for 
Is it eternal

what is it…



So confused was I
that to get away from time

I forgot about it for a long time
like many times before
of that famous time…



this is how I think about time:

time for the young 
Is almost unseen

It’s slow
unnoticeable

Its present but lost
you feel it and forget it



entered in years,
time

transforms into a tyrant,
the scythe of days

limiter of life

In maturity time flies
It’s easy to reach

Its present
It surrounds, it absorbs



with all this confusion
that I had about time

and thinking about a ruler,
to my mind came 
another question:

who is the owner of time
who is the owner of your time

It seemed the bells where ringing
the answer always was:

YOU! YOU! and always YOU!



how can time be graphed, plasticized,
visualized and tangible 

and above all,
my time with in time
to give time its value
to give time rhythm

how
how…



the solution 
appeared 

as always

thinking of
finding answers

and finally

one day,
the complicated turned 

Into simple

 I could capture time
In a ruler



History of my first ruler

One day a good friend
Invited me to dinner

with a known personality in México
I thought it timely

to arrive with a gift

I decided to give 
a very original 

framed artwork 



I created it up with seven elements:

metal ruler
white frame

paint
glue

fixative
brush

and my idea of time, focusing
on the lifespan

of a human being





first,
the art project consisted in painting

over the centimeters
of the ruler to cover the number

of years lived



second,
leaving untouched the years 

that we hope to live with quality of life

the human life span today is,
In average, 80 years;

a one hundred year ruler, 
will be  long enough



third...

at the end

the ruler looked like this



the answer to time
 had seen the light

and in the form of a gift
It found its first owner

today the ruler serves its purpose
It offers moments of reflection and it 

allows seeing with more clarity the time 
we have left



I have gifted it to some friends
wishing them always 

the time to have 
happiness and life

today 
this ruler is in your hands





This book was printed and bound
with artistic and traditional means with 
the purpose of dignifying one of the oldest 
trades in the world of letters and culture.

Handcrafted,
can’t be duplicated by any means 

of industrial publishing,
its originality can be compared 

to that of a pictorial piece.
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